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DRAWING DIFFERENT SHAPES: 

We can draw different shapes in Paint. The readymade shapes are available n the shapes group 
as per our need. 

                                                 
 

Flipping the Picture: 
Flip means to rotate or turn the selected picture horizontally or vertically. 

❖ Click on the select tool and select the picture. 
❖ Select the Rotate option in the image group on the Home tab. 
❖ A list of options will be displyed for changing the rotation or flipping. 
❖ Select the desired option and the same effect will be applied on that picture. 

 

                                                 
 

Resize/Skew the Picture: 
The size o the picture can be increased or decreased vertically or horizontally. 

❖ Select the drawing by covering its boundary using the Select tool. 
❖ Select the Resize option in the image group on the Home tab. 
❖ Specify the Resize in “Percentage” or “Pixels” and skew in degrees for both Horizontal 

and Vertical in the respective boxes, according to your requirement. Click on Ok. 
 

          
 
 



   

 

Opaque and Transparent in Paint: 
 

Opaque:-  In Ms Paint , by default the background colour of a text box is transparent. To change 

the background colour of the text box, Follow these steps: 
❖ Select the Text tool from the Tools group on the Home tab. 
❖ Choose the text box, whose colour you want to change. 
❖ Click in the Opaque button present in the Background group 
❖ Select the color2 button from the colors group and select the desired background colour. 
❖ You will observe that the selected colour will reflect in your text box. 

 

               
 

Transparent:-  on selecting the Transparent option, only the text colour will be the same in 

the text box as is selected in “color1” box. The background colour of the text box will be 
transparent. 

❖ Choose the text box where you want to apply the Transparent effect. 
❖ Select the Transparent option from the Background group. 
❖ You will observe that the text will have the selected colour  but the background colour of the 

text box remains same as that of the drawing screen. 
 

              


